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A revolutionary guide to making delicious pizza at home, offering a variety of base doughs so

that your pizza will turn out perfect no matter what kind of oven or equipment you have.Pizza

remains America's favorite food, but one that many people hesitate to make at home. In

Mastering Pizza, award-winning chef Marc Vetri tackles the topic with his trademark precision,

making perfect pizza available to anyone. The recipes—gleaned from years spent researching

recipes in Italy and perfecting them in America—have a variety of base doughs of different

hydration levels, which allow home cooks to achieve the same results with a regular kitchen

oven as they would with a professional pizza oven. The book covers popular standards like

Margherita and Carbonara while also featuring unexpected toppings such as mussels and

truffles—and even a dessert pizza made with Nutella. With transporting imagery from Italy and

hardworking step-by-step photos to demystify the process, Mastering Pizza will help you make

pizza as delicious as you find in Italy.
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PizzetteINTRODUCTIONEVERYBODY LOVES PIZZAIn my Philadelphia neighborhood,

everyone ended up at Rizzo’s. They had the best pizza. It was your typical round American pie,

and everybody in Abington loved it. Even the big, plain cheese pizza matched the restaurant’s

family atmosphere perfectly. On weekend nights, all the families went to Rizzo’s for pizza. After

Little League games, all the kids gathered at Rizzo’s. Sometimes, after pizza, my mom would

even take me to 7-Eleven for a Slurpee! Those were the days!I’ve always loved pizza. After

cooking pizzas for more than thirty years, I’ve also learned that people get very passionate

about their own love for pizza. Everyone has a particular favorite, from thin crust or thick crust

to Naples style, Roman style, New York style, and Sicilian style. Some people want only the

classic margherita pizza of crushed tomatoes with mozzarella and basil, while meat lovers

prefer sauce, mozzarella, sausage, pepperoni, and ham. Well, this book is for everyone who

loves pizza. I give you a variety of different dough recipes so you can make a variety of

different pizzas with a variety of different toppings. I show you how to make better pizza in

whatever oven you’re working with—from home ovens to wood ovens to grills. The recipes start

with the pizza doughs and then move on to all the different pizzas you can make with them,

including dozens of toppings. The doughs, shapes, and toppings are all interchangeable so you

can choose any pizza style and any pizza topping to go with it. Experiment with different

combinations to find your favorites.Even though I fell in love with pizza in Philadelphia, I started

baking them in California. In my twenties, I moved to Los Angeles, and sometime around 1991,

I started working for Wolfgang Puck at Granita. That’s where I first learned to make pizza. A

guy named Danny Farr showed me how to mix up dough, shape it, and work the wood oven.

Danny got me totally hooked on making pizza. I fell in love with the whole process. L.A.

celebrities would come into the restaurant and just stare at us making pizzas by hand. That’s

where I learned how to handle the dough, and I got pretty good—so good that I once made a

guitar-shaped pizza for Neil Young. But somehow Danny’s dough always came out better. We

made the exact same recipe and mixed it the exact same way every time, but his dough looked

nicer, rose better, and stretched easier. It took me a while to figure out why.I eventually went to

Italy for a few years to become a better chef, and that’s when I really dug my hands into Italian

cooking. I made bread, pasta, desserts…you name it. And I tried all kinds of pizza. Those were

some of the most formative years of my life, and I still return to Italy every chance I get. When I

got back to the States after that first trip, I started working at Bella Blu in New York City. They



had a big wood oven in the middle of the restaurant just like at Granita. New Yorkers would

come in and watch us stoke the fire and make pizza for them. Being New Yorkers, they

pretended not to care, but I knew they did. They kept staring at us, at the oven, at the dough,

and at the bubbling pizzas. The pizza chef, Matteo Pupillo, was from Puglia, and he taught me

that you must have a relationship with your pizza dough. He said, “The dough is the star of the

show.” Matteo helped me understand that the person behind the dough is as important as the

dough itself. It’s the relationship between you and your dough that really matters. That’s what

was missing from my dough compared to Danny Farr’s dough. You have to get a feel for your

dough. Anyone can follow a recipe, but observing the dough and sensing what it needs is the

key to making it better. As with any relationship, sometimes—no matter how hard you try—

things just don’t work out. You can always try again by making another batch, but without good

dough, there isn’t a single topping in the world that will make your pizza taste any better. Great

dough is what makes great pizza.After working with Matteo, I paid more attention to the dough

every time I made pizza. I also paid more attention to the people eating it. Even though Bella

Blu was wildly different from either Rizzo’s or Granita, all three restaurants drew huge crowds

of people for their pizzas. The pizza was just that good. After working at Bella Blu, I knew that

one day I would open up my own place. I started imagining Pizzeria Vetri, and it dawned on me

that a pizzeria is not only a place where people go to eat pizza but also a place where people

go to experience something incredible together. The relationship that you develop with your

dough is something you also share with everyone who eats your pizza. It’s the care and

attention that draw people in. There’s just something special about handmade food. People

travel for hours or even days to obscure little corners of the world just to marvel over a pizza

that someone has created. Children get so excited when you ask them if they want pizza

tonight. Neighborhood families have the times of their lives grazing on the local tomato pie

made by hand. Pizza is not just a plate of delicious food. It’s meant to be shared; it’s an

invitation to gather around the table for community and conviviality. Pizza brings people

together. That’s why I put communal tables in my pizzeria. When people are enjoying a slice

near each other, they say things like “Ooh, that looks good. What is it?” and “Here; try a slice.” I

love that. It’s something you don’t see enough in restaurants.It may sound corny, but I truly

believe that is why pizza is now one of the most popular foods on the planet. Every culture

around the world has been putting stuff on bread and baking it for thousands of years. But a

big, flat pie, cut for everyone to share? That’s a little different. It’s hard to say who made the

very first pizza. Maybe it was the ancient Etruscans or Romans. Or maybe it was some kind of

focaccia made by the Genoese in Liguria. Who knows? When tomatoes came to Italy in the

late 1500s, tomatoes ended up on the bread. In Naples and Rome, that combo took off and—

boom!—pizza was born.In Naples, pizza was sold mostly from street carts and folded up so

you could take it with you.When visitors went to Naples and Rome and tasted pizza, they

couldn’t get enough. Later, when Italians immigrated to America, they brought pizza to cities

like New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. At that point, it was mostly an Italian thing. But then,

during World War II, American soldiers in Italy couldn’t get enough pizza, and when they came

back home, pizza started spreading across the entire United States—from tomato pie in New

Jersey to pizza Napoletana in Connecticut. From there, it just spread everywhere and became

more and more popular all over the globe.It’s amazing to me how the whole world fell in love

with pizza. But I get it. I fell in love with it, too! It’s just so adaptable. Different doughs, different

shapes, different toppings. You can make it however you like. And that’s exactly what everyone

around the world does. And that’s what you should do. But this book is not an exhaustive

survey of every style out there. I focus on the pizzas that started it all, like round pizza



Napoletana that’s soft and foldable with a big, puffy rim; round pizza Romana that has a thin,

crunchy crust and almost no rim; and rectangular or square pizza al taglio that’s baked in a pan

with a superthick but light and pillowy crust. Sure, I have some fun with Naples dough and

Roman dough. I show you how to make a few things like calzones and rotolo—a Pizzeria Vetri

original! I also show you how to make focaccia, the Italian bread that probably kicked off the

whole pizza craze in the first place. Just don’t go in expecting to find edamame pizza with a

fucking cauliflower crust. That is not in this book. You won’t find gluten-free pizza either. But you

will find gluten-friendly pizza that is thoroughly fermented and made with wheat flour (see this

page for more detail). Yes, it is possible!You’ll find almost twenty different pizza and focaccia

dough recipes and dozens of variations on those doughs. You’ll see plenty of pizza toppings,

too—from classics like Marinara (this page) and Margherita (this page) to some of my new

favorites like Zucchine (this page) and Carbonara (this page). There are more than forty

different toppings and fillings here. Certain toppings go particularly well with certain doughs,

and I’ve pointed these out in the recipes. But, really, you can mix and match the toppings

however you like. For me, it’s all about nailing the crust. No matter what kind of pizza you make,

your dough and your oven will always have the biggest impact on how your pizza turns out.A

lot of pizza books focus on the “one” dough recipe you’ll ever need. Or they show you the “best”

method for baking pizza. The truth is, there is no “one” pizza dough to rule them all, and there

is no “best” method—and acting like there is can lead you astray. It all depends on what you

are trying to achieve and the tools you have at hand. Different doughs and different ovens

make different pizzas! If you make pizza in a wood-fired oven at 900°F (482°C), you won’t get

the same results when you bake that same dough in a home oven at 500°F (260°C). It just

won’t work. My promise in this book is that I will help you make better pizza in whatever oven

you have with whatever dough you want.Like everything else in today’s world, you can get your

pizza cheap and easy, or you can seek out better quality. If you’re reading this book, I assume

you want to go a step above Chuck E. Cheese’s. Let’s say you’ve never made pizza before, and

you want to give it a shot. You’ll find everything you need here to make great pizza from scratch

in your home oven the very first time. Or, maybe you’ve been at it for a while and you’ve gotten

pretty good at slinging pies. These pages offer lots of opportunity to up your game—from

perfecting your dough to getting the most out of your oven, and I bet you’ll also pick up a few

new toppings to try out.Either way, the first few chapters take a deep dive into various ovens,

different baking methods, types of flour, and the magic that is pizza dough. If you really want to

learn about the art and science of pizza, start there. If you just want to eat something delicious,

go straight to the recipes. The recipes are set up as a two-stage process. First make one of the

Pizza Dough Recipes (this page), let the dough rest, then shape it and bake it into your choice

of Naples Dough Pizzas (this page), Roman Dough Pizzas (this page), or Pizza Al Taglio (this

page), and top them with any of the pizza toppings from any of the chapters. I show you how to

make soft, chewy and foldable Neapolitan pizza in a home oven as well as in a wood oven, a

cast-iron pan, a kamado-style grill, a charcoal grill, and a gas grill. There’s even a recipe for

frying it in a pan. Or maybe you prefer crispy thin-crust pizza—try the Roman dough pizzas.

You’ll see how to get a crunchy pizza Romana from whatever oven you have. Or, let’s say

you’re a fan of square pie. Then you’ve gotta try pizza al taglio (by the slice), a dough that

holds a special place in my heart. It’s ready overnight, you bake the pizza in a regular home

oven, and the crust comes out superlight and fluffy. Plus, it’s open to all kinds of interpretation.

You can top it with whatever, from potatoes, rosemary, and mozzarella (this page) to butternut

squash, crispy sage, and Taleggio cheese (this page). My kids absolutely adore this kind of

pizza. You’ll also find other fun things like Parmesan Fried Dough (this page) and Home Oven



Nutella-Stuffed Pizza (this page).Really, it doesn’t matter which pizza you make. Put together

any one of them and invite some people to come enjoy it with you. You’ll make friends in an

instant. There’s just something magical about hot pizza. No one can resist it. All around the

world, pizza brings people together in a way that nothing else can. And that’s something we

could all use a little more of.1BAKING AT SBANCOIf you can’t explain it simply, you don’t

understand it well enough.—ALBERT EINSTEINI’m not often surprised when eating pizza.

Sure, there is good pizza, and there is great pizza, along with shitty pizza, interesting pizza,

and totally out-of-the box pizza. But for the most part, I’ve seen and eaten almost every style of

pizza out there. Then I met Stefano Callegari at Sbanco in Rome.Katie Parla, my friend and

colleague who lives in Rome, introduced us. Katie knows pretty much everything about Roman

history, culture, and food, including how to give Roman Uber drivers who try to scam her a

serious verbal ass kicking—in both Italian and English! She said Sbanco was a can’t-miss

restaurant on our Rome itinerary, and I trusted her. It was our last day of a pretty intense

research trip, and the four of us (including my collaborator David Joachim and photographer Ed

Anderson) had already eaten forty-five different pizzas in three days.We had set aside a good

chunk of that afternoon to just talk and make pizza with Stefano at his pizzeria. I was curious

because at most of the other places, we had talked with the chefs during service, gazed in their

ovens, taken pictures, and eaten tons of pizza, but we hadn’t spent hours just making pizza

and talking with them while the restaurant was closed. Once Stefano and I started chatting, I

understood Katie’s motives immediately. There is an authenticity to Stefano that is not easy to

find in these days of nonstop self-promotion. He is humble and passionate, and he knows his

craft. He’s also a big bear of a guy who loves to eat pizza. We chatted about our lives, our

obsessions, and what had brought us to where we are in life, all while pressing out pizzas

together, first Stefano, followed by me, both of us making simple Neapolitan-style pies and

eating, drinking, and talking without a care in the world. Then he showed me the

unthinkable.He put ice on the raw dough. Ice? How does that make sense? Stefano proceeded

to load the pizza into his wood-fired oven. My mind started racing, not only with the anticipation

of tasting this pizza but also with the infinite possibilities that could be fabricated from such a

simple exercise.It’s genius. Ice on pizza…the ice melts in the oven, mixes with starch from the

dough, and creates a thickening agent right on the dough. When you pull out the pizza, it has a

thin layer of starchy water on top, and you can make a kind of sauce on it, the same way you

would make a pasta sauce, mixing the starchy liquid with cheese, butter, or whatever you want.

I wanted to kiss him! Stefano mixed some pecorino by hand into the starchy water, ground

some black pepper over the top, and drizzled on a little olive oil. Boom! Cacio e pepe pizza.It

was amazing. The sauce was creamy, the pecorino was sharp, the pepper tingly, the olive oil

aromatic, and the dough chewy in the middle. It tasted like cacio e pepe pasta. All of Stefano’s

toppings were simple, thoughtful, and slightly edgy for a traditional Neapolitan-style pizzeria.

But the cacio e pepe pizza stood out. It truly stretched the parameters of the age-old question:

tradition or innovation? This pizza perfectly married the two by juxtaposing a classic Roman

pasta dish with a classic Neapolitan pizza.This is what starts my creative juices flowing. If cacio

e pepe can successfully become a pizza, what else can?BAKING TEMPERATURE AND

DOUGH HYDRATIONStefano’s dough turned out to be one of the most alluring

representations of Naples-style dough that we ate on that trip—with perfect leopard spotting on

the rim, a chewy crust, and a subtle crunch. Two key things made that happen: (1) the high, dry

heat of his wood-fired oven and (2) the amount of water in his dough or, the dough’s hydration.

Yes, the flour makes a huge difference, too, but we’ll get to that later. Stefano’s dough is almost

70% water (relative to the flour), which is pretty high for Naples-style dough. That amount of



water, gives the dough a lot of bubbles and a big lift, which makes Stefano’s crust light and airy.

His pizza oven is about 800°F (427°C) on the floor, which puffs up the dough pretty fast and

makes the bottom crust nice and crisp. His crust is a little crisper than most of the pizzas you

find in Naples, and I kinda like it that way.That brings us to one of the most important points of

this book: to get the kind of texture you’re looking for in a pizza crust, it helps to balance the

heat of your oven with the water in your dough. Think about it. Classic Neapolitan pizza (Vera

Pizza Napoletana) is baked at about 900°F (482°C), the dough is pretty low in water (55 to

59% hydration), and the pizza cooks for only 90 seconds (for more on Vera Pizza Napoletana

[VPN] standards, see this page). If you cooked that same dough at only 500°F (260°C), by the

time the pizza was done cooking, it would be drier and crisper. To get that same soft and

foldable crust on classic Neopolitan pizza when you’re baking at 500°F (260°C), it helps to

have more water in the dough because the dough takes longer to bake.That’s why we

organized the dough recipes in this book by the amount of water in them. Sure, we have

sourdoughs and whole grain doughs, cold-fermented doughs and warm-fermented doughs,

and even doughs with fresh-milled flour—my favorite! But first, it’s important to pick the dough

that bakes best in your oven and results in the kind of pizza you’re trying to make. Maybe you

want a classic Neapolitan pizza, and you’re baking in a blazing wood-fired oven with a cooking

surface at 900°F (482°C). You got it. Check out my basic Naples Dough at 60% Hydration (this

page), the one I use most at Pizzeria Vetri. Or, let’s say you’re making Naples-style pizzas in a

home oven on a pizza stone or baking steel at 500°F (260°C). Then try the Old School Naples

Dough at 70% Hydration (this page). The extra water in that dough will help you get the right

texture for that pizza when you’re baking it at a lower temperature. Or maybe you want to make

a thicker, airier, Sicilian-style pizza on a sheet pan in your home oven. Then try the Al Taglio

Dough at 80% Hydration (this page). That pizza is thicker, and the dough has so much water

that it’s actually easier to bake that kind of dough in the lower temperature of a home oven than

in a blazing-hot wood oven. The home oven’s lower temp helps the thicker, wetter pizza dough

bake completely through before burning on the outside.Does this mean that all wet pizza

doughs above 75% hydration should always be baked at lower temperatures? And that all dry

doughs below 60% hydration should always be baked at higher temperatures? Of course not. It

all depends on the type of pizza you want to make. If you want a thin, crispy pizza like a

cracker, you can roll Old School Naples Dough at 60% Hydration (this page) very thinly and

bake it at a relatively low temperature of 400°F (204°C) for a relatively long amount of time…

say, 10 to 15 minutes. The low temp and long baking time will definitely dry out the dough. The

pizza you end up with just won’t be a classic soft and foldable pizza Napoletana. It will be a

thin, crisp pizza. When it comes to pizza, there are no hard-and-fast rules. It just helps to know

the relationship between baking temperature and dough hydration so you can achieve your

overall goals. Hotter ovens cook dough more quickly, giving water less time to evaporate,

resulting in a softer overall texture in pizza. Cooler ovens cook dough more slowly, giving water

more time to evaporate, resulting in a crisper overall texture in pizza.How Domed Wood Ovens

WorkTo bake the best possible wood-oven pizza, it helps to know how heat moves through the

oven and to the pizza.A wood fire is lit near the center of the oven floor and then pushed to one

side.Air enters the oven through the mouth, supplying the fire with oxygen, which keeps the fire

burning.Heat and smoke exit the oven through the vent or chimney.The oven’s masonry

construction absorbs heat from the fire.Heat retained in the oven floor is conducted to the

bottom of the pizza, crisping up the bottom crust.Heat retained in the oven dome is radiated

directly to the top and sides of the pizza, cooking the toppings and rim.Convection currents and

rolling flames speed heat transfer to the top of the pizza.Working your oven and perfecting your



dough are what really step up your pizza game. The toppings are simple. They change with the

seasons, and you can choose what you like. But playing around with different doughs and

baking temperatures to fit your particular situation, and tweaking the variables to get the results

exactly the way you want them—from a thick puffy crust that’s chewy and moist to a thin

crunchy crust that’s crisp and dry—that’s the real magic of mastering pizza.OVENSThe bottom

line in all this is that your oven is one of the most important factors determining how your pizza

turns out. Hotter ovens cook pizza faster and puff up the dough more, giving it more char.

Cooler ovens cook pizza more slowly, and you get less puff, less char, and a more golden

brown crust. Simple; right? A lot of it comes down to baking temperature. That alone makes a

huge difference in what your pizza is going to look like and taste like when it’s cooked.But the

size and shape of your oven—and the materials used to construct it—also make a difference.

The size of your oven determines how long it takes for it to heat up, how much fuel it needs to

stay hot, and how many pizzas you can bake at once. Big ovens take longer to get hot and

need more fuel to stay hot. The shape influences how the heat moves through the oven.

Rounded or domed ovens get these rolling convection currents that deliver heat very efficiently

to food, making it cook faster. In square ovens, convection currents move more slowly because

they bump into the corners, so square ovens cook a little more slowly. And what is the oven

actually made of? Is it ceramic? Stone? Metal? They all heat differently! And how thick is the

material? That determines how much heat the oven can hold and how fast it sends heat to your

pizza. Ceramics hold heat really well, especially thick ceramics, but they don’t give up their

heat as fast as metals like steel. Ceramics have another useful characteristic, though. Unlike

metals, unglazed ceramics are porous, which helps water vaporize quickly. That’s a big plus for

getting things nice and crisp in the oven. When you bake pizza in a ceramic (or brick) oven, the

ceramic helps moisture from the crust evaporate. Along with the high heat, that crisps up the

pizza. That’s one reason why pizza stones help to make better pizza in a home oven. Which

brings us to the actual cooking surface. Sometimes it’s made of a different material than the

oven itself. In some ovens, like wood ovens and deck ovens, the pizza goes right on the oven

floor, which is usually firebrick or ceramic stone. In others, like home ovens, your cooking

surface could be a baking stone or baking steel, or a baking sheet—and they all heat a little

differently, affecting how crisp and brown your pizza will get.And then there’s the small matter

of where the heat is coming from. Is it a wood-fired oven? Coal? Charcoal? Gas? Electric?

They all heat differently, too! So much to consider. But let’s make it easy. Let’s look at the most

common ovens used to bake pizza, what to expect from each, and how to get the best pizza

you can from your oven.Wood OvensOvens that burn wood are actually part of a larger

category called masonry ovens. In fact, the very first ovens were masonry ovens. Going way

back, they were clay pots with lids that were put over a wood fire. Today’s Dutch ovens are

direct descendants of those original primitive ovens. A lot of today’s wood-burning masonry

ovens are still made of clay, but it’s a special type of fire clay that you can heat up and cool

down day in and day out without the clay cracking. Clay isn’t the only material. Masonry ovens

can be made of firebrick, concrete, stone, or even cob, a kind of dense, fireproof soil. They can

be heated with wood, coal, gas, electricity, or a combination. The building materials and the

fuel all make a difference in how the oven cooks. Some coal-fired pizza ovens have a separate

firebox from the cooking chamber. Coal ovens can also be three times as big as wood-burning

ovens. They get hotter, too—upward of 1000°F (538°C). But square coal ovens don’t get the

high, rolling flame and convection heat currents of a domed wood-fired oven, so pizzas bake a

little differently in them.Most wood ovens have a classic dome or igloo shape, and that’s the

type I’ll be discussing here. Back in 1991, my very first experience baking pizzas was on this



type of oven at Wolfgang Puck’s Granita in Los Angeles. It was the restaurant’s showpiece—a

domed wood-fired oven right in the center of the room. Everyone would watch us loading

pizzas in and out of the oven. I have to admit: it was pretty awesome. And talk about an

education in heat control. A domed wood oven is radically different from a square electric oven

or gas oven. I learned how to stoke the fire, rotate the pizzas, use the hot spots, and cook

different foods when the oven was at different temperatures. It was a great foundation for a

young cook to build on.GET TO KNOW YOUR OVENThese days, a lot of people have wood-

fired pizza ovens in the backyard or right in the kitchen. Every wood oven is a little different in

size, shape, and the materials used to construct it. Each one has its own idiosyncrasies, so if

you have a wood oven, get to know it. Bake different foods in it at different temperatures.

Getting a feel for your oven is the single most important thing you can do to make better pizza.

Wood ovens are very traditional and considered by many to be the best for pizza. But like

everything else—it depends. If you’re making pizza in a sheet pan, such as pizza al taglio,

wood ovens are trickier to work with. I prefer an electric oven for that kind of pizza, because it

heats more evenly. But you can make it work in a wood oven. And, yes, for Naples-style pizza,

a wood oven is the bomb. The high heat, the round shape, the dry heat of the wood, and the

masonry itself all combine to cook a fantastic round pizza Napoletana. You see the most

“leopard spotting” on pies baked in wood ovens because the initial blast of high, dry heat forces

steam out of the dough so quickly, leaving behind tiny spots of char.At Pizzeria Vetri, we use a

wood oven with a gas burner on the side. The wood heat is mostly what cooks the pizza, but

it’s nice to have the gas to keep the temperature steady. It’s a domed brick oven with the

traditional igloo shape, and that sends flames from the wood fire right up the dome and over

the pizza, where it licks the top of the pie. We use oak in our oven because it burns hot and

lasts longer. The wood is split and seasoned (dried) to about 20% moisture. A lot of American

brick-oven pizzerias use ash wood. You can also use beech or maple or fruitwoods like cherry

and apple. Some places even use compressed bricks of sawdust. Any hardwood will

work.ADVANTAGES OF WOOD OVENSSome people think smoke and smoke flavor are the

reasons to use wood as fuel. I’ve had countless arguments with chefs about wood vs. gas vs.

sawdust. The fact is that smoke rises to the dome in a wood-fired oven and sits way above the

pizza. You hardly get any smoke flavor at all in wood-oven pizza. The best thing about a wood

oven is the high, dry heat and the oven’s ceramic material and round shape. Those are

primarily what give you a nice, crisp pizza crust. When you load pizza into a hot wood oven,

the masonry (both the walls and the firebrick floor) transfer heat to the pizza so fast that the

dough immediately starts to puff up; this is known as oven spring. The instant heat causes

bubbles in the dough to expand right away, giving you a nice, airy crust with some big holes in

the rim. The oven’s shape also helps speed along the baking process. The low dome and

round shape make the fire creep up the dome, rolling the heat around the entire pie and

helping to cook the whole pizza—especially the top—superfast. That’s part of what creates the

big, puffy rim on pizza Napoletana. Neapolitans love that rim so much they call it the

cornicione, or the cornice, the “crown molding” of your well-crafted masterpiece.How to Fire Up

a Wood OvenEveryone has a different method of building a fire. Just make sure your wood

oven is cured before you start baking pizzas, or it could crack. Curing means that you remove

any leftover moisture in the firebrick or clay, usually by lighting a few slow fires over a period of

a couple days and letting each fire burn out naturally. Just follow your oven manufacturer’s

instructions. When dried and cured, the inside of the oven should go from looking black on the

dome and floor to looking white or dull gray.Once your oven is cured, then you can fire it up for

real. To do that, light a wood fire on the oven floor directly where you will be cooking pizza. For



smaller wood ovens, build the fire right in the middle. For bigger ovens, build it a little closer to

the mouth of the oven so you can easily reach the cooking area with a pizza peel. Build a small

pyramid (teepee) or crosshatch pattern of thin branches and/or dry kindling on the bottom.

Then add a layer of slightly larger branches or kindling, making sure you leave lots of space for

oxygen to flow. No oxygen = no fire. Use a long lighter to light the thin branches or dry kindling

in a few places and then let everything burn. You can also use other kinds of fire starters if you

prefer them. Either way, if your oven has a damper or top vent, make sure it’s open to get the

air flowing. You’ll get some smoke at first. Just give it more air, and when the fire is burning

steadily, throw on a slightly larger branch or small log. When adding new logs, position them

perpendicular to the burning ones to let the air flow freely. The goal is a steady burning, hot fire

that takes up about 2 square feet of space, depending on the size of your oven. Feed the fire

until the oven comes up to temperature. For me, that means an ambient temperature of 650° to

700°F (343° to 371°C). It usually takes an hour or two to get a wood oven up to temperature,

depending on how big it is.When the oven is up to temp, push the coals and burning logs to

one side, containing the fire in a neat pile near the edge. Then brush the cooking surface clean

where the fire was. Let the fire burn for a few minutes, making sure it has good oxygen flow.

Now, you’re ready to bake pizzas. Just remember to stoke the fire and brush the cooking

surface clean between pies. You don’t want a sooty bottom crust. A few long-handled tools

make this whole process a snap: a fire poker, a stiff cleaning brush, and an ash shovel.For

Naples-style pizzas, there’s no doubt that wood heat and masonry construction are a slam-

dunk combination. But I gotta say, this idea that every pizza has to cook at a blistering 900° or

1000°F (482° or 538°C) is nonsense. It depends on what you’re trying to achieve. I was doing a

Neapolitan pizza pop-up dinner recently in Boulder, Colorado, and I had to actually lower the

heat in their wood oven. They keep the oven at 950° to 1000°F (510° to 538°C), which is

traditional for Vera Pizza Napoletana (see this page). But I prefer to bake Naples-style pizzas

at 650° to 700°F (343° to 371°C). It might surprise some people, but that’s the sweet spot for

my Naples dough. Any hotter, and the dough cooks too fast. Well, after I brought the oven heat

down, it got a little too low. How did I know the heat was too low? No leopard spots on the

crust. The first one came out with a browned rim and bottom crust but no little spots of char. I

love those. So I stoked the fire to bring up the temp a bit. It’s pretty cool to see how even a

slight change in temperature makes a big difference in how pizza dough cooks. You’ll have to

experiment to find your own sweet spot with your oven.GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR

WOOD OVENNow, let’s say I were baking a calzone instead of a pizza in that same wood

oven. I would have started it out in a hot part of the oven and then looked for a cooler spot.

That first blast of heat is great for puffing up the crust. But calzones are thicker and need a little

more time to cook through before they burn on the outside, so it’s good to move them to a

cooler spot after the initial puff. The same goes for rotolos, which are like big pizza rolls. The

dough is thicker, so it takes even longer for the heat to get to the center. But you want that

initial blast of heat. The point is—you should adjust the heat of your oven to match whatever it

is you’re baking. Basic; right?Simply put, a wood oven is a tool. Get a feel for this particular

tool. Once you get a sense of what it can do, then use it in different ways to achieve the results

you want. For Neapolitan-style pizza, my basic method is to build a wood fire in the center of

the oven, and when it’s going strong, I shove the fire to one side. I feed the fire with more logs

until the ambient temperature in the oven is between 650° and 700°F (343° and 371°C). Then I

brush the oven floor clean. The floor and dome are usually a bit hotter than the ambient

temperature. If you want to check the floor and dome temperature, you can use a laser

thermometer (see this page). Right before sliding a pizza onto the floor, I usually toss an extra



piece of wood on the fire to stoke it up. That gives the pizza an initial blast of heat and helps

puff it up quickly. In a wood oven, most of the heat comes from the wood fire to the side of the

pizza, so you have to watch the pizza and spin it around with a long metal pizza peel, moving it

toward or away from the fire, making sure the pizza cooks evenly. If you need to cook the

toppings or the rim a little more, you “dome” the pizza or lift it closer to the oven’s dome, where

it’s also a little hotter. My Naples-style pizzas cook in about 3 minutes. The crust gets beautiful

leopard spots of char, and the bottom is nice and crisp, yet the pizza is still soft enough to

fold.If you’re baking pizza in a wood oven—and I hope you are—the recipes in this book take

you through the whole process step by step. See the recipes for Wood Oven Neapolitan Pizza

(this page) and Wood Oven Pizza Romana (this page). But I can’t stress enough how

important it is to know your particular oven and how to work it. Wood ovens are very hands-on,

but that’s also exactly what gives them the most potential for turning out mind-blowing

pizzas.Deck Ovens and Convection OvensCertified “true” pizza Napoletana or Vera Pizza

Napoletana (see this page) must be baked in a wood oven. But you see some very good

Neapolitan-style pizza coming out of other types of ovens—such as coal. And commercial

pizzerias use a variety of different ovens, depending on their goals. The most common pizza

oven you see in America is the deck oven. These relatively shallow ovens are stacked in a deck

so they take up less space and allow you to cook more pizzas at once. A lot of Roman

pizzerias bake in deep deck ovens, too. These ovens are usually powered by gas or electricity,

and you bake the pizza directly on the floor of the deck, which is made of ceramic baking stone

or sometimes steel. The oven heats pretty evenly and predictably, so you don’t have to watch

the pizza as much as you do in a wood oven. Most deck ovens run at about 550°F (288°C), so

the pizzas bake in about 6 to 8 minutes, a little longer than it takes in a hot wood oven. The

lower temperature and longer bake time mean you don’t often get that nice leopard spotting

you see on wood-oven pizzas. The rim comes out more browned than charred, like the crust on

your typical New York-style pizza.Other pizzerias use convection ovens. These cook boxes are

similar to home ovens but with more sophisticated fans for blowing hot air throughout the oven.

The convection itself allows you to lower the baking temperature because the hot air delivers

heat to the pizza more efficiently than in a deck oven. Convection ovens usually have a bunch

of oven racks, each fitting a couple pizzas, depending on the oven’s size. You load the pizza on

a pizza pan or screen and bake it on the rack with the convection heat constantly circulating all

around it. These ovens typically aren’t meant for turning out a high volume of pies. But when

you add a conveyor belt to a convection oven, then you can speed up production. That’s the

kind of oven the big commercial pizza companies use—the Domino’s and Papa John’s of the

world. With a convection conveyor oven, you basically set and forget it. Put the pizza on a pizza

pan or screen, lay it on the conveyor, and it cooks in 4 to 5 minutes with absolutely zero

attention required. You can hire cheap labor and automate your whole pizza-making process,

cranking out dozens of pies in no time. That sounds like heaven to some pizza makers. To me,

it defeats the whole purpose. I prefer the taste and look of handcrafted food. I want someone

fussing over my pizza.The good news is that you can bake some amazing handcrafted pizzas

without a wood oven or any other commercial pizza-making equipment. You just need a home

oven or even a grill.Home OvensModern home ovens are typically square boxes made of steel.

The standard 30-inch (76 cm) model is pretty small, so it heats up quickly. As far as materials

go, steel is a better heat conductor than ceramic, providing quicker, more precise temperature

control, which is important for baking different foods at different temperatures, as you do in a

home oven. But the superior heat transference of steel means that the oven uses up more fuel.

Why? Because the walls of the oven are constantly giving up their heat. That’s why your home



oven makes your kitchen so hot. A square oven also heats less efficiently than a round one

because the convection currents are not as robust. Sure, you can turn on the convection fan in

a home oven, but it doesn’t get nearly as good at delivering heat all around the pizza as a

domed, wood-fired oven.In a home oven, the heat itself comes from gas or electricity. Gas

releases some moisture as it heats, so gas ovens tend to be a bit more humid inside than

electric ovens. Gas ovens also have to be vented to allow combustion gases like carbon

dioxide to escape. Even though gas is popular on cooktops (and for good reason: instant heat

control), among ovens, electric outsells gas by two to one. I’m not sure why, really. Maybe

people think it’s safer to have electric coils inside the cook box instead of burning flames. Yes,

electric heat is drier than gas, but otherwise, gas and electric ovens both heat pretty evenly

and offer decent control. You can thank your thermostat for that. Make sure it’s calibrated!

COOKING SURFACESNow let’s take a look at what you are actually cooking your pizza on in

a home oven. The floor is most likely made of thin steel, but it’s not meant to be baked on

directly. So what’s the best cooking surface for home oven pizza? A baking stone? A baking

steel? A baking sheet? It depends on what kind of pizza you’re making. For pizza al taglio, a

baking sheet is perfect. It helps to create the square pizza shape, and you can put the baking

sheet right on the oven rack. It’s even better if you put the baking sheet on a hot baking stone

or baking steel. A stone or steel will deliver more heat through the baking sheet to the bottom

of the pizza, helping to crisp up the bottom crust.And what about a Naples-style pizza? What

cooking surface is best for that? You might think a stone is best because it’s closest to the

cooking surface of the wood oven used for traditional pizza Napoletana. It’s true that a baking

stone retains heat really well, gives it up to the pizza crust nice and steady, and helps water

vaporize from the dough, all of which create a pretty crisp crust. But you have to take into

account the fact that a home oven maxes out at 500° to 550°F (260° to 288°C). There just isn’t

as much heat in the oven for the stone to deliver to the pizza. When testing recipes for this

book, we found that a baking steel actually gives you a better bottom crust. Steel delivers heat

to the pizza faster, helping it get hotter in less time. We tested dozens of pies on ¼-inch (0.6

cm)-thick steel, and they all had darker bottom crusts than the same pies baked on various ½-

inch (1.3 cm)-thick baking stones.But you know what? We found something even better: a cast-

iron skillet. Cast-iron is well known for its searing ability. It heats very evenly and conducts heat

even better than steel. The key is using thick cast-iron because thicker metals have more total

heat capacity. Some cast-iron “pizza pans” are too thin and end up being less effective at

transferring heat than ¼-inch (0.6 cm)-thick baking steel. But a regular old cast-iron skillet

works great. Side by side, a ¼-inch (0.6 cm)-thick cast-iron skillet consistently gave us faster

baking, deeper browning, and a crisper crust than a ¼-inch (0.6 cm)-thick baking steel. The

only downside, of course, is that cast-iron is heavy. But if you really want an amazing bottom

crust on a Naples-style pie baked in a home oven, give it a try. See the recipe for Cast-Iron

Neapolitan Pizza (this page).THE BROILER METHODAnd what about the top crust? Here’s

where home ovens have an ace up the sleeve. They have their own sort of “dome”—the broiler.

With a stone, steel, or cast-iron cooking surface on the bottom and the oven’s broiler on top,

your home oven can do a decent job of re-creating the intense bottom and top heat of a domed

wood-fired oven. Just make sure your broiler is clean! When testing recipes in my home ovens,

we used an oven one day that hadn’t been heated up in a while. We preheated the oven,

turned on the broiler, then loaded in the pizza, and closed the oven door. Well, guess what?

We came back to a blazing fire! I must have broiled some steaks or something in there

because whatever fat was on the broiler ignited, and I had to pull out the fire extinguisher to

keep the house from burning down. Word to the wise: keep your broiler clean. And keep a fire



extinguisher on hand just in case!Anyway, here’s the basic procedure I recommend for a kick-

ass Naples-style pizza in a home oven. Preheat your oven to its max, usually 500° to 550°F

(260° to 288°C). Set a baking steel or stone on the upper rack of the oven, about 4 to 6 inches

(10 to 15 cm) below the broiler for electric ovens or 6 to 8 inches (15 to 20 cm) below the

broiler for gas ovens. If you’re using a cast-iron skillet, skip the steel or stone. And if your broiler

is separate from the oven itself, you’ll love this cast-iron method. You can preheat the skillet on

a burner right on your stovetop instead of in the oven. Get the cast-iron pan smoking hot just as

you would when searing a steak.Either way, you want your oven fully preheated, especially if a

steel or stone is in there. Make sure that your cooking surface is superhot. If you shoot a laser

thermometer on the cooking surface, it should read somewhere around 500°F (260°C).Then,

just before you shape and top your pizza, switch on the broiler. For some electric ovens, you

may have to crack open the oven door for 10 seconds or so. Some ovens won’t turn on the

broiler if the oven is already at max temperature. Cracking open the door lets some heat

escape and lowers the oven temperature slightly. If you have one of these “smart” ovens, you

might have to sort of trick it into turning on the broiler.After you get the broiler preheating,

shape your pizza dough. For the cast-iron skillet method, slide the shaped dough round into

the hot skillet, cut the burner heat to low under the pan, quickly add your toppings, and then

put the pan under the broiler. For the baking steel or stone method, add your toppings to the

dough round and then slide the topped pizza onto the hot cooking surface under the broiler.

Close the oven door and cook the pizza until the rim is puffed, the dough blisters and chars in

spots, and the bottom is crisp. With the hot cooking surface below and the broiler above, the

effect is the closest you’ll come to the top and bottom heat in a traditional wood-fired pizza

oven.If you want a little extra poof in the crust, add a splash of water to the metal pan on the

oven floor then quickly close the oven door. Water transfers heat faster than air, so the steam

helps bring heat to the pizza faster, improving the initial “oven spring” and puff in the crust.The

one drawback we found with these broiler methods is that soft cheeses like fresh mozzarella

can overcook and separate from the long cooking time under the broiler. The fat in the cheese

starts to leak out from the milk protein. Depending on your total bake time and how far your

pizza is from the broiler, you may want to add soft cheeses halfway through the bake time. No

big deal, really. You need to open the oven at least once to check the pizza anyway. Just try not

to keep the oven door open too long, or you’ll lose a lot of heat. That’s another reason why I

love the skillet method. If you need to, you can just pull the skillet from the oven, close the oven

door, quickly add the cheese to the pizza, and then slide the skillet back under the broiler.Since

the baking steel/stone method and the cast-iron skillet method are a little different from each

other, we wrote separate recipes for each. See the recipes themselves for complete step-by-

step details, beginning on this page.And what if you have no broiler at all? No problem. Make

your own top heat. Preheat two baking stones or steels on separate racks in your oven—one

below as your cooking surface and one 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 cm) above as your “dome.” Load

the pizza onto the bottom stone or steel (or just on the oven rack if you’re baking in a cast-iron

skillet), and heat will radiate from the top steel or stone to cook the top of the pizza. Easy! Two

stones or steels are also useful if you want a little extra crispness on your bottom crust when

you use the broiler method. After the first stone or steel gives up its heat to the pizza, move the

pie to the second stone or steel to give it an extra blast of heat.GrillsIf you want pizza in the

summertime, a grill makes a great option. Who wants to heat up the kitchen when it’s 90°F

(32°C) outside? Grills offer some distinct advantages, too. If you have a big grill area, you can

grill a big pizza, like Gas-Grilled Pizza al Metro (this page). That’s something you can’t really

do in a small home oven with a small baking steel or stone. And if you have a charcoal grill,



you’ll get a nice crisp crust from the high, dry heat of the charcoal. Better yet, if you have a

kamado-style grill, like a Big Green Egg, you’ll also get the advantage of baking in a superhot

ceramic oven with top heat that radiates from the oven dome to cook your toppings. Depending

on your grill, the baking technique for each type of grilled pizza is slightly different.KAMADO-

STYLE GRILLThese grills are modeled on the ancient Japanese kamado and the Indian

tandoor. They are essentially ceramic ovens that you can also use for grilling directly over the

heat source, which is typically charcoal. Big Green Egg, Primo, Broil King, and Komodo

Kamado all make this type of grill. They are very fuel-efficient because ceramic retains heat so

well. Once you get the grill up to temp, you don’t need to add much charcoal to maintain the

temperature, so they’re pretty cheap to run. Plus, they get really hot. You can get the ambient

temperature in most ceramic kamados over 700°F (371°C). That’s pretty much where I keep

my wood-fired pizza oven. Modern versions of these grills are rounded or egg-shaped, which

also provides those efficient rolling convection heat currents. And the ceramic lid stores up heat

and sends it to the top of the pizza like the dome in a wood oven. With a ceramic baking stone

in there as your cooking surface, a kamado is basically as close as you’re gonna get to a wood-

fired pizza oven. It’s just smaller. And one other big difference: the heat comes from below. For

that reason, you need some kind of heat diffuser to redirect the heat around the pizza so it

doesn’t just hit the bottom. Most heat diffusers are ceramic or metal plates that sit between the

fire and the food. Most kamados come with a heat diffuser for this type of cooking, which is

often called indirect grilling. Once you fire it up, baking pizza in a kamado is pretty similar to

baking pizza in a wood oven. You preheat the oven (with the heat diffuser and baking stone in

place). Shape and top the dough, and then load the pizza onto the hot stone. One advantage

here is that you don’t even need to rotate the pizza during baking because the oven disperses

the heat so evenly. Plus, the grill’s dome blisters the rim of the pizza and cooks the toppings in

just a few minutes.You might be thinking, “Why not use a baking steel instead of a stone in

there?” Steel holds and transfers more heat than ceramic, and more heat = crisper crust; right?

Well, the temperature difference matters! Steels are great for baking at 500° to 550°F (260° to

288°C). But when you’re baking at 700° or 800°F (371° or 427°C), you’ve got a lot more heat

overall, and steel is transferring all that heat to the pizza faster. It turns out that a ¼-inch (0.6

cm)-thick piece of steel in a Big Green Egg blazing away at 700°F (371°C) burns the shit out of

whatever you put on it. It’s like sticking a piece of steel in your raging hot wood oven. It’s

overkill. When you’re baking at temperatures over 650°F (343°C), stick with a baking stone.

The ceramic holds on to the heat a bit longer and delivers it more gradually to the pizza,

crisping it up perfectly. For a fully detailed recipe, see Kamado-Grilled Neapolitan Pizza on this

page.CHARCOAL GRILLLike kamados, these grills also get heat from hot coals below, but the

grill itself is usually constructed of metal, not ceramic. That makes a huge difference because

the metal is constantly transferring heat away from the grill. A metal grill won’t hold as much

heat inside. And even though most backyard charcoal grills have a lid to trap heat, it’s still not

enough heat to cook the top of the pizza. You can buy inserts like KettlePizza that have a

baking stone and sometimes a cover assembly to trap heat and help cook the toppings. But

then you’re retrofitting your metal grill to make it more like a ceramic oven. What you end up

with is not really grilled pizza. It’s pizza baked on a grill.
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Becky at the beach, “outstanding book from understanding ingredients to the art of making

pizza at home. I have pizza cookbooks, good ones. but when I saw Marc Vetri was coming out

with a cookbooks I had to have it. I love Mastering Pasta and Rustic Italian food so much.

Mastering Pizza is wonderful. So many crusts, the same crust with different hydration for a

different bake and chew, so many options for grill, oven, fire, so many innovative topping ideas,

and old favorites that stand the test of time.However, this book is more than recipes, it's

explanations and lots of how to pictures that are really helpful. for example, on page 36 there is

a chart of flours, with their protein percent by weight, gluten strength, and elasticity. There is an

equipment section, explanation of hydration.Then the recipes. they are divided by doughs, First

the pizza doughs, Naples, Roman, Al Taglio, Whole grain sourdough. The recipes are well laid

out, the ingredients, then the directions. There are beautiful drool inducing pictures of the

finished products, but also pictures of steps along the way so you know what it should look like

at various stages.This is one of the cookbooks that send you to other recipes, for example, the

wood oven pepperoni you go back to the dough at the beginning of the chapter, then the sauce

on page 111. It doesn't bother me. I just put stickies where the common references are, dough

pages, sauce pages, so it's easy to flip back and forth.The home oven stuffed pizza was

amazing. So was the Parmesan fried dough balls.. no more store bought pizza bread for us.We

really like the al taglio dough. the sheet pan full of amazing deliciousness topped with more



amazing deliciousness. the potato and mozzarella was just so good.The fried mini calzones

were so good. Fried pizza dough with hot melty fillings..and do make the home oven dolci

rotolo.. because it's truly amazing. ricotto sugar cream rolled dough with a caramel sauce

poured over top.. this will be one I make a lot, probably too much!There are so many recipes

I've marked to try, but the crusts I've tried have turned out so well, and that is a big part.”

Alex Linde, “Great for veteran pizza makers!. Having made pizzas for many years now, this

book was a breath of fresh air. It has many new ideas and some exciting flavor combinations.

It's not just a pizza book, it's an Italian cookbook from a master chef who applied his skills to

pizza. The results are outstanding. Here I include some pictures of two Roman pizzas I made

from the book - Lombarda (Fennel Sausage, Bitto Cheese, Mozzarella, Egg) and

Parma(Arugula, Mozzarella, Fontina). I have to say, the Roman pizza dough recipe is fantastic,

and the closest I have ever gotten to getting this style right. These pizzas were baked in a

Blackstone oven at 630F for about 3 minutes. I can't wait to try the rest. Thank you Marc for

sharing your knowledge! Note: I paid in full for my book and am not doing this review in

exchange for a free copy.”

SFXPHIL, “Substantial book, wealth of good information. The first thing you notice when

receiving this publication is that it's a substantial book, a good manageable size. Why is that

important? well in the past i have ordered books that are extremely disappointing size wise,

small and difficult to read. Mastering Pizza just feels like a book you want to keep and read. i

love Marc Vetri and David Joachims down to earth writing style. Straight forward explanations,

simple recipes and easy to source ingredients. As a self confessed pizza addict i cannot get

enough good pizza and living where i do the nearest quality pizza/Italian restaurant is more

than 140 miles away . My very first test was to make the Kamado Grilled Neapolitan Pizza on

my brand new Kamado grill and it turned out amazing. With a temperature of 700F i was able

to cook a 16" pizza in just 2 minutes compared to the 8-10 minutes it takes in a normal kitchen

oven. The taste was out of this world and instantly took me back to my time in Taormina Sicilia

where they make some of the worlds best pizza, IMHO. If you love an authentic pizza taste and

not the nasty local chain derivatives, then i highly recommend getting a copy of this new book”

A Reader, “Absolutely brilliant book for serious bakers and amateurs alike. I own a rather

considerable library of cookbooks due to my rather scary obssession with good food. I hold

bread and bread related products especially close to heart and spend countless hours of

studying and trying out recipes from my collection.There are numerous books on pizza out

there and so far, I thought that 'elements of pizza' was by far the best book out there; but this

book gives it a serious run for its money.Why? From the first pages I had the 'aha!' moments:

the author explains in beautifully simple language what dough hydration is and why it matters,

why certain types of flour are used and what difference would be achieved if you swapped

them. From my experience understanding why certain things are done the way they are form

the foundation of achieving that perfect pie/whatever you're making. The definition of perfection

is completely subjective - I love pizza certain way, every family member has their own

preferences. This book caters to all as is does not just land you with one recipe but arms you

with an arsenal of techniques to make choices that produce THAT pizza you crave.

Masterpiece!”

dave roche, “Must have book for making awesome dough!. Very detailed dough making

instructions which are tailored to the type of oven you will be using. Have learnt a lot from this



and the dough tastes amazing. A must have book for any pizza oven owner!”

Matierce, “lassen sie nicht blenden von der Rezension von "C.Scholz". Dieses Buch wird nicht

umsonst von Grill-/Koch- und Pizza-Enthusiasten neben "The Elements of Pizza" als absolute

Referenz angesehen was Pizzabücher anbelangt!Es wird fundamentales Wissen vermittel, wie

man perfekte Pizza backt. Es wird darauf eingegangen, wie man mit welchen zur Verfügung

stehenden Mittel das beste Ergebnis herauskriegt. Egal ob mit Holzofen, Backofen, Kamado

Grill oder Gasgrill alles wird genau erklärt und auf alles wird eingegangen. Wenn man das als

Anfänger liest, wird einem erst bewusst was für eine Wissentschaft das alles ist und was alles

Einfluss auf die Pizza hat etcIch dachte immer für Grill/Backofen sei ein Pizzastein das beste

Utensil während das Backvorgangs, aber so lernte ich, dass z.B. Gusseisenpfannen besser

sind. Wenn ich mir irgendwann Mal einen Pizzaofen bauen werde, weiß ich jetzt auch, dass ein

runder Ofen auf jeder Fall besser ist, als ein eckiger.Auch dachte ich immer, dass Pizza Mehl

00 das beste Mehl sei für neapolitanische Pizza. Nun weiß ich, dass dem gar nicht unbedingt

so ist. Je nach Geschmack ist Mehl mit der Type 812 (das deutsche Pendant zum

amerikanischen Bread Flour) sogar die bessere Wahl.Es ist leider sehr ärgerlich, dass die eine

bisherig vorhandene deutsche Rezension so schlecht bewertet (von C.Scholz). Eigentlich kann

man hier nur nen Konkurrenten vermuten, der dieses Buch abwertet. Es ist mir nicht

begreiflich, wie man behaupten kann, man würde nichts neues lernen, wenn man sich

"wenigstend rudimentär mit der Materie auskennt". In diesem Buch wird wirklich viel

Fachwissen vermittelt.”

DanO, “Great Pizza for dummies?. The headline of course is meant in a good way. This is one

of the best books I've read concerning "how to." Its clear on all fronts and the experience

shared by M. Vetri about his travels to Italy, to me, are an added bonus. I had read about this

book being in the works some time ago and it has truly lived up to what I was hoping for, which

of course was simplistic explanations of what Vetri has spent years creating. Making the

science of dough etc simple means a lot to a dummy like me.”

The book by Marc Vetri has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,360 people have provided feedback.
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